Five Little Owls

1 ... 2 ... 3 ... 4 ... 5 little owls sitting in a tree
they were shouting “who who who” as loud as can be.
one flew away and then there were four.

1 ... 2 ... 3 ... 4 little owls sitting in a tree
they were shouting “who who who” as loud as can be.
one flew away and then there were three.

1 ... 2 ... 3 little owls sitting in a tree
they were shouting “who who who” as loud as can be.
one flew away and then there were two.

1 ... 2 little owls sitting in a tree
they were shouting “who who who” as loud as can be.
one flew away and then there was one.

1 little owl sitting in a tree
he was shouting “who who who” as loud as can be.
hel flew away and then there were no little owls sitting in a tree.
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